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Comenius, moral and pious education, and the why, when
and how of school discipline
Björn Norlin

Department of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden

ABSTRACT
The present study provides an analysis of John Amos Comenius’s
thoughts onmoral and pious education, educational governance and
school discipline as expressed in Didactica Magna. This is examined
from the background of his view of education as a societal phenom-
enon, the purposes of different categories of knowledge for indivi-
dual formation and the role of pedagogy in the upbringing of
children. Theoretically, this paper expands on Michel Foucault’s
ideas about governmentality and discipline, as well as on Henri
Lefebvre’s spatial theories. The article argues that Comenius can be
viewed as a significant contributor to the early modern shift towards
new administrative techniques for school governance, transmitting
themode of disciplinary power into pedogogised and didactic forms.
The article contributes to achieving more systematic knowledge for
understanding the focused areas of schooling, the concept of disci-
pline and the pedagogic premises of disciplinary practice in an early-
modern European educational context.
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Introduction

JohnAmosComenius’s (1592–1670)DidacticaMagna (penned around 1630 and published
in Latin in 1657) is one of the richest and most fascinating pedagogic scripts of the early
modern period. Even if its actual importance as an impetus for European school reformers
and policy-makers during the early modern era is still unclear in many national contexts, it
has nonetheless managed to linger as an inspiration for debates and discussions on various
school-related issues up to the present day. Its ambitious aims and desire to explain and give
guidance to almost every part of schooling seems to have a timeless attraction. For anyone
interested in the most profound concepts, structures and beliefs that today are more or less
intrinsic and undisputed parts of educational thinking – the idea of childhood as the main
life phase for learning; the idea of knowledge progression and age differentiation as key
principles in the structuring of education; the spatial, temporal and social organisation of
everyday schooling; and so on – Didactica Magna is a goldmine. Naturally, it is also an
important prism for understanding how different pedagogic areas and ideas were taking
form and were in a state of flux in a highly formative era regarding the building up of
education as a modern phenomenon. In this sense, his work is also a script that allows
scholars of different kinds and times to return to it with new analytical perspectives.
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The present paper focuses on a few selected topics ingrained in Comenius’s Didactica
Magna, namely his views on the nature of moral and pious education, educational
governance and the role of discipline in schools. Even if his thoughts on these highly
important and linked areas of early-modern education and pedagogic philosophy have
received some attention in previous research, a more coherent and systematic study is
missing (see discussion below). The aim of this paper is thus to analyse Comenius’s
thoughts on the areas addressed above and how they connect in Didactica Magna. With
this as the backdrop, the paper more thoroughly examines the use of symbolic and
corporal punishment as pedagogic means in Comenius’s thinking and reveals an elabo-
rate system of school-related discipline. A main argument put forth here is that
Comenius was actively engaged in what can be perceived as a transmission of disciplinary
power into pedogogised and didactic forms, making it an intrinsic part of school practice.
By doing this, this paper contributes to establishing a stronger foundation of knowledge
for understanding these areas of education in an early-modern European context, as well
as for future studies focused on the transnational flow of pedagogic ideas and their
reformative functions during this period. This includes, for instance, studies on
Comenius’s impact on different national curricula. By focusing upon aspects of school
governance and disciplinary thinking in relation to pedagogy during the early-modern
period, this paper also makes a needed contribution to the broad strand of research on
school discipline for which nineteenth-century educational modernisation constitutes
the focal point of interest. In relation to such research, this paper helps to build up a more
solid base for understanding the disciplinary heritage that the modernisation processes of
later times depended on, developed further or rejected. This might be seen as crucial for
understanding educational change. Finally, by posing questions about the conceptualisa-
tion of violence in past education and pedagogy, it also adds to a contemporary and
ongoing research dialogue within the field of educational history.1

Context, theory, method and previous research

Comenius was born in Moravia in 1592 and died in Amsterdam in 1670. He was thus
active as a theologian and an educationalist during much of the Thirty Years’ War and
during a time when the Reformation and Counter-Reformation created great political
and ideological turmoil throughout Europe. Additional ideological pressures came from
major scientific discoveries and the challenge they posed to established world-views and
to religious and metaphysical thinking. Comenius was harshly struck by the wars on a
personal level, losing several family members, before he himself, in 1621, was forced to
leave Moravia due to religious persecution. He entered what would become a permanent
life in exile, travelling around continental and northern Europe. During his life in exile,
he published more than 200 scripts, among the most prominent being Ianua linguarum
reserata (‘The gate of tongues unlocked’, 1631) and Orbis sensualium pictus (‘The visible
world in pictures’, 1658) – and many would become seminal in various areas of western
education. Comenius started to writeDidactica Magna in Czech in 1627 and completed it
in 1632. However, it was not published until 1657 and then in Latin. In Didactica Magna

1See the introduction and various articles in Education and Violence: Special Issue of Nordic Journal of Educational History 5,
no. 2 (2018).
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he compiled and systematised many of his ideas on education and the art of teaching, and
it has since been appreciated as a central node in the development of didactics and
pedagogy.2

Comenius’s Didactica Magna can thus be seen as an important, yet only one of many,
efforts to reorganise pedagogy and educational governance during the sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries. Comenius explicitly situated himself in a context among other
Lutheran theologians and educationalists such as Martin Luther (1483–1546), Philip
Melanchthon (1497–1560), Johann Valentin Andreæ (1568–1654) and Eilhard Lubinus
(1565–1621), but his thoughts on, for example, discipline in schools also bear a marked
resemblance to the writings of Desiderius Erasmus (1469–1533).3 Together they can all
be seen as individuals contributing to a gradual reshaping of educational and pedagogic
thinking, and in a more general sense also to giving education a more prominent role in
state governance in the European context. In the wake of the Reformation and Counter-
Reformation, and in conjunction with the expansion and consolidation of the dynastic
states, governmental matters of various kinds became increasingly important. Michel
Foucault, as well as scholars such as Émile Durkheim, Philippe Ariés and Henri Lefebvre
before him, has considered this period to be the start of a paradigmatic shift regarding
administrative and disciplinary strategies for the state, also encompassing the domain of
education. Instructions for the art of governance started to be published and spread,4 and
this was also the case for the pedagogic administration that was to be activated in the
newly reformed schools. This organisation and centralisation of schooling meant not
only the introduction of new disciplinary principles, but also that schools increasingly
became detached and isolated from society at large.5

According to Foucault, the early modern state’s main ideological figure for governing
people was still the extended household, and in the Lutheran states this was influenced by
the specific Lutheran codes of conduct and their distributions of power. The aim was to
create subordinates who were loyal to the state and its various functionaries in the
hierarchic order given by God. These subordinates were to be obedient in life and to
be morally as well as religiously prepared for the afterlife. Only later, during the eight-
eenth century and onwards, would the scope of the state and its ambition to govern
successively shift from the household figure towards the general populace and onto the
creation of a politically and economically situated and self-governing subject. Foucault
here defines the period of 1760 to 1840 as being a main phase of transition in Europe. The
new art of governing required new disciplinary techniques and new means of exercising

2František Kožík, Comenius (Prague: Orbis, 1980); Milada Blekastad, Comenius: Versuch eines Umrisses von Leben, Werk und
Schicksal es Jan Amos Komenský (PhD diss., Oslo, 1969); John Sadler, Comenius (London: Collier-Macmillan 1969), 1–17;
Jan Hábl, On Being Human(e): Comenius’ Pedagogical Humanization as an Anthropological Problem (Eugene, OR: Pickwick
Publications, 2017), Appendix 1.

3Johann Amos Comenius, Didactica Magna: Stora undervisningsläran (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1999 [2002]), 5–10; William
Harrison Woodward, Desiderius Erasmus concerning the Aim and Method of Education (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1904), 91–5.

4A prominent example is The Prince by Niccolo Machiavelli published in 1532. Comenius also published scripts on the
good ruler, for example, Gentis felicitas [The happiness of the nation]. See Kožík, Comenius.

5Michel Foucault, ‘Governmentality’, in The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, ed. Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon
and Peter Miller (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1991), 87–104; Émile Durkheim, The Evolution of Educational
Thought: Lectures on the Formation and Development of Secondary Education in France (London: Routledge & Kegan,
1977), chapter 13; Philippe Ariés, Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life (New York: Vintage Books, 1962),
chapter 5; Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), 105–8, 281; Louis Althusser, ‘Ideology and
Ideological State Apparatuses’, in On Ideology (London: Verso, 2008), 17–31.
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disciplinary power. Older forms of punitive practice based on visual manifestations of
power (such as public corporal punishment) were now gradually replaced by other non-
physical and more subtle forms of penance and for upholding order. This process also
relied on the emergence of reformed institutions for the regulation of human behaviour
(the modern prison, school, etc.). However, he also claims that this new art of discipline
had already been developed in the schools, factories and armies of the dynastic era, and
that it was this art that was later was refined and applied to the population as a whole.6

To connect with the thinking of Foucault, Comenius can thus be positioned in this
very early stage of transition towards the state of governmentality and its new forms of
discipline. However, even if he might be seen as still navigating within the old ideological
framework of the state as a household and his main ambition to be, as will be highlighted,
the creation of a religious, compliant and state/church-loyal subject, he also expresses
elaborated thoughts on the role of education both in creating stable states and in
improving the human conditions of his own contemporary time and society.

Comenius, school discipline and the organisation of educational space

Comenius’s motto when it came to the organisation of education was Omnia sponte
fluant; absit violentia rebus, or that schooling should proceed of its own accord without
the help of violence.7 This did not mean that he was unconcerned with questions about
discipline, punishment and so on, but rather that this required very active and initiated
thinking in this regard. In fact, a very interesting facet of Didactica Magna, which also
makes it a significant source for a study like the present, is that it elaborates extensively on
the area of discipline in children’s schooling and at the same time gives it pedagogic, or
didactic, motivations. The concept of discipline can here be narrowed down to the
specific social context in which it was to be applied, namely the school. What is referred
to in Didactica Magna is thus school discipline and formal efforts of governing and
exercising power over primarily boys and young men within educational institutions.
The day-to-day institutional life conditioned how governing practice was thought of,
which also made it slightly different from similar practices in the wider ecclesiastical
sphere, in guilds, in military contexts, in households, in the courts, etc., in early modern
society.8 Early modern regulatory practices had their own societal topology, and their
varying scenery as well as actors, hierarchies and means of correction differed. Comenius,
to give an example, distinguished in his didactics between school discipline and domestic
discipline, the latter situated in the home and conducted by parents.9

Comenius is so elaborate and explicit in explaining his views on school governance
and discipline that he often seems to make, for instance, Foucault’s thinking on the area
somewhat superfluous. However, there are several disciplinary elements, strategies and

6Foucault, ‘Governmentality’, 87–104; Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (London: Peregrine Books,
1982), 16, Part I and III. See also Thomas Lemke, ‘An Indigestible Meal? Foucault, Governmentality and State Theory’,
Scandinavian Journal of Social Theory 8, no. 2 (2007): 43–64.

7Kožík, Comenius; Craig D. Atwood, The Theology of the Czech Brethren from Hus to Comenius (University Park:
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2009), 375–76.

8Cf. Andreas Griessinger, Das symbolische Kapital der Ehre: Streikbewegungen und kollektives Bewusstsein deutscher
Handwerksgesellen im 18. Jahrhundert (Frankfurt am Main: Ullsten); AnnaSara Hammar, Mellan kaos och kontroll:
Social ordning i svenska flottan 1670–1716 (Lund: Nordic Academic Press, 2014), chapter 4.

9Comenius, Didactica Magna, 228; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1907),
215.
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means to establish order expressed in Didactica Magna that correspond with Foucault’s
theories concerning the evolution of disciplinary power, which will be addressed in the
concluding part of this paper. This is not done to find new hooks in Foucault’s various
claims relating to discipline, but rather to highlight the disciplinary system engrained in
Comenius’s thinking and to provide it with a contextual and theoretical counterpart.

According to Foucault, the exercise of disciplinary power can on a very general level be
seen as a tactic embracing the organisation of space, time, social routines and behaviours
on various levels, producing a texture of meaning that at the same time positions,
regulates and creates its subjects (for instance, the child, the disciple, the schoolmaster,
etc., in relation to the studied context). It is also a product of historical processes and thus
subjected to historical discourses and changes.10 To create an all-embracing definition of
this in terms of discipline or disciplinary exercise of power is of little analytical value for a
study like the present, and what is examined in this paper is merely aspects of disciplinary
power and strategies for exercising such power as they appear in Comenius’s thinking.

Theoretically, this paper also connects to research focused on the role of space and
materiality as disciplinary technologies and on educational governance in the history of
education.11 The point of departure for this research is the broad appreciation of schools
as instruments for governance, and that they as such are operating via a wide range of
practices that work on several different levels of schooling simultaneously (in policy,
pedagogic debate, school practice, architecture, etc.). This governance is also – very much
in line with a Foucauldian view – seen as encompassing the structuring of space, time and
social interaction, as well as the shaping of specific subjects or identities.12 Accordingly,
to understand an area like school discipline in pedagogic thinking from this viewpoint
the analysis needs to consider how conceptions of space, time and the sociality of school
life are activated and intertwined and how they relate to strategies of governance. It also
needs to define what actual part of the production of space it is dealing with. To better
clarify, the dimension of the production of social space that this paper is concerned with
is what Henri Lefebvre refers to as ‘conceived space’. It is, in other words, not the actual
practices of space (perceived space) nor the individually or collectively lived and experi-
enced space (representational space) that is focused on, but rather how space is imagined,
conceptualised and formally represented by a certain authority or agent. According to
Lefebvre, an essential element of the governance of institutions (like churches, schools,
etc.) is the permanent striving to expand dominant spatial representations of the specific

10Cf. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 135–41, or ‘Discipline “makes” individuals; it is the specific technique of a power that
regards individuals both as objects and as instruments of its exercise’, 170. See also Foucault, ‘Makt och upplysning’,
175–86 and Foucault, ‘Governmentality’, 95; Jonas Qvarsebo, ‘Fabricating and Governing the Swedish School Pupil: The
Swedish Post-War School Reform and Changing Discourses of Discipline and Behaviour’, Nordic Journal of Educational
History (Special Issue: Education and Violence) 5, no. 2 (2018): 111–30.

11Ian Grosvenor and Lisa Rosén Rasmussen, eds., Making Education: Material School Design and Educational Governance
(Cham: Springer Publishing Company, 2018); Kate Darian-Smith and Julie Willis, eds., Designing Schools: Space, Place and
Pedagogy (London: Routledge, 2017); Martin Lawn and Ian Grosvenor, eds., Materialities of Schooling: Design,
Technology, Objects, Routines (Oxford: Symposium Books, 2005), passim; Catherine Burke, ed., ‘Containing the School
Child: Architectures and Pedagogies’, Paedagogica Historica 41, no. 4–5, Special Issue (2005): 489–639; Marta Gutman
and Ning de Coninck-Smith, eds., Designing Modern Childhoods: History, Space and the Material Culture of Children (New
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2008); Catherine Burke, Peter Cunningham and Ian Grosvenor, eds., ‘Putting
Education in its Place’: Space, Place and Materialities in the History of Education’, History of Education 39, no. 6 (2010),
677–80; Thomas A. Markus, ‘Early Nineteenth Century School Space and Ideology’, Paedagogica Historica 32, no. 1
(1996), 9–50.

12Cf. Nick Peim, ‘Towards a Social Ecology of the Modern School: Reflections on Histories of the Governmental
Environment of Schooling’, Paedagogica Historica 41, no. 4–5 (2005): 627–39.
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areas that they set out to govern. This is at the same time a mutual process of reduction
because spaces such as schools – by asserting and accumulating formal rules – are fixed to
certain meanings and ideal uses.13 Comenius can be seen as such an authority, imagining
what schooling could and ought to be like and establishing detailed rules along with an
apt formal tactic for their implementation.

Comenius, school discipline, and the areas of moral and pious education

The main knowledge areas of interest in this paper can be labelled moral and pious
education. For Comenius the use of discipline was primarily connected to these areas of
schooling, and not to the intellectual training in other more practical branches of
knowledge.14 The examination of Comenius’s Didactica Magna in the forthcoming
pages will hopefully help the reader to better understand how these areas were concep-
tualised by Comenius. However, to aid the reading from the start a brief definition of how
they are approached is given here. Moral education – or education in virtue – should in
this context be understood as a pedagogic area that, at least partly, was separated on the
one hand from the intellectual training in school subjects such as languages and sciences
(knowledge), and on the other hand from the fostering of piety and fear of God (faith).15

It had a strong social dimension, which perhaps makes it better defined by the con-
temporary term socio-moral education. For Comenius, moral education was aiming at
instructing pupils in what he perceived as correct ethical and social behaviour, including
a set of generic and desirable virtues, social competences and codes of conduct. These
virtues, competences and conduct codes – echoing the classical heritage – in turn formed
the necessary foundation for true faith and piety to be able to evolve. Pious education was
thus highly linked to the area of moral education, but it also had its own goals and
methods along with Christian virtues.

Sources, methods and previous research

The empirical source for this paper is evidently Comenius’s Didactica Magna with its 33
chapters.16 His thoughts on the specific topics addressed in this paper can be found
throughout the book, but they are mainly concentrated in chapters 13, 23, 24 and 26.
Some of his ideas on the areas of interest in this study can also be found in his work The
School of Infancy, which concerns the fostering of children in their early years in the
home, i.e. before institutionalised schooling started, and also in his Analytical Didactic
Axiom,17 but these minor and less important texts are not part of the current analysis.
Methodologically, this study is qualitatively oriented and is based on a close reading and a

13Lefebvre, The Production of Space, chapter 1, 105–8, 281.
14Cf. Sadler, Comenius, 99.
15Cf. John Edward Sadler, J. A. Comenius and the Concept of Universal Education (London: Routledge, 2013 [1966]), chapter
2.

16Two versions have been used. The Swedish translation, Johann Amos Comenius, Didactica Magna: Stora
undervisningsläran (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1999 [2002]), is used as the prime empirical source. The English version,
The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, trans. and ed., with biographical, historical and critical introductions, M. W.
Keatinge (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1907), is used as a complementary source in order to get direct quotations
and concepts as accurately translated as possible.

17Comenius’ School of Infancy: An Essay on the Education of Youth During the First Six Years (Boston: D. C. Heath, 1896);
Sadler, Comenius, 98–102.
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thematic analysis of the material. In processing the writings of Comenius, the general
principle of transcription-coding analysis was followed, extracting the words, sentences,
paragraphs or sections that first and foremost concern issues of moral and pious educa-
tion, school governance, disciplinary strategies, and how this was meant to be organised
in schools. These codes successively came to form coherent themes and a foundation for
a thematic analysis. What was considered ‘essential’ in this selection process was guided
by the research focus and theory addressed above.18

To find new angles in analysing the educational thinking of Comenius might seem
difficult. His life, educational ideas and importance in pedagogic reform – for instance
within the area of languages – have already been dealt with in several comprehensive
books.19 His impact on schooling in various national contexts has also, at least to some
extent, been examined in previous research.20 In relation to this main stream of research,
the present paper does not make any claims to question or alter established general
knowledge about Comenius, only to add to it an additional interesting element of his
thinking. Furthermore, his views on issues more directly related to the topics of this
paper have also been examined. His general ideas regarding school discipline, and in
particular his negative view on corporal punishment, has been emphasised in several
studies, overviews and teacher guides on reform pedagogy,21 as also have some of his
more specific strategies and techniques for upholding study order in schools (for
example, recommending encouragement and competition between pupils as vital parts
of schoolroom practice).22 Even if these studies contribute with important fragments to
understanding the disciplinary thinking of Comenius, none of them go into depth and
detail in studying this area, let alone make efforts to give his thoughts a theoretical and
contextual positioning.

A systematic study of Comenius’s views inDidactica Magna on the topics addressed in
this paper is thus still missing, and this study provides the reader with a sharper lens to
understand these issues, both empirically and theoretically. What does Comenius actu-
ally write about school governance and discipline, and how does this connect to his view

18Richard E. Boyatzis, Transforming Qualitative Information: Thematic Analysis and Code Development (London: Sage,
1998); Virginia Braun and Victoria Clarke, ‘Using Thematic Analysis in Psychology’, Qualitative Research in Psychology 3,
no. 2 (2006): 77–101.

19A brief overview of Comenius’s birth and childhood, his life in exile, travels, scripts and death is provided in Kožík,
Comenius. His travels around Europe and his life and work during exile are examined more thoroughly in Blekastad,
Comenius. An outline of the ideological and political context of Comenius’s contemporary Europe is provided in Sadler,
Comenius, 1–17 and Blekastad, Comenius, chapter 1. An introduction to Comenius’s educational thinking on central
areas is provided in John William Adamson, Pioneers of Modern Education 1600–1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press 1921), chapter 4; Sadler, J. A. Comenius, chapter 1; Hábl, On being human(e) (addressing Comenius’s thinking as a
node in tracing and understanding the concepts of humanity and humanisation in relation to contemporary pedagogic
discourse).

20For Comenius’s impact in Continental and Northern European educational contexts, see Blekastad, Comenius (passim);
Hanna Zipernovszky, ‘How Protestant Identity in Hungary was formed by Comenius’, Nordic Perspectives on Religion,
Spirituality and Identity (2006): 24–34; Atwood, The Theology of the Czech Brethren. In a Scandinavian early-modern
context, Comenius is of particular interest. During the mid-seventeenth century, he spent time at the Swedish royal
court, and his general thoughts on education are by some claimed to have had a huge impact on school policy-making
of the time. See Tomas Kroksmark, ‘Introduction’, in Comenius, Didactica Magna, 1999 [2002].

21For studies that touch upon Comenius’s thoughts on moral education and discipline, see Kožík, Comenius; Adamson,
Pioneers of Modern Education 1600–1700, chapter 4; Sadler, J. A. Comenius; Bruce Curtice, ‘“My Ladie Birchely must
needed rules”: Punishment and the Materialization of Moral Character from Mulcaster to Lancaster’, in Discipline, Moral
Regulation, and Schooling: A Social History, ed. Kate Rousmaniere, Kari Dehli and Ning De Coninck-Smith (New York:
Garland Publishing, 1997), 19–42; Matthew Pate and Laurie A Gould, Corporal Punishment around the World (Oxford:
Praeger, 2012), 10; Jean Piaget; ‘Jan Amos Comenius’; Atwood, The Theology of the Czech Brethren.

22See Piaget; ‘Jan Amos Comenius’, 181–2; Sadler, Comenius, 98–102 (on discipline in Analytical Didactic Axiom).
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on proper teaching content? How does he make use of space, time and social differentia-
tion as disciplinary strategies, and what role does he ascribe to the teacher in this process?
Was he really rejecting corporal punishment, as is often claimed, or did he have a more
complex view of its role in the schoolrooms? These are some of the questions addressed
in the following pages.

With this focus, this paper also works as a contribution to the broad strand of previous
research engaged in understanding different aspects of moral and pious education,
governance and disciplinary thinking, and the use of symbolic and physical violence
for pedagogic purposes in various past educational settings.23 In relation to this research,
the present paper distinguishes itself by focusing on a period, the early modern, where
very little attention has been placed, even though this is a highly crucial era for under-
standing the shaping of education as a modern phenomenon. In fact, there is a very
strong tendency in previous studies to exclusively locate and examine the evolution of
‘new’ governmental and disciplinary thinking within nineteenth-century societal change
and processes of educational, pedagogic and architectural modernisation.24 The conse-
quence is a risk of underestimating the important heritage in the area already established
by influential pedagogues centuries earlier and, in turn, treating nineteenth-century
educational change based on vague premises.

An outlining of Comenius’s view on the societal role of education and his general
perceptions of knowledge as well as the premises of childhood will be provided because
this is also crucial for understanding the more specific areas focused on in this paper.

Imagining schooling: the depraved state of society and the call for a new
form of education

Like many of his contemporary Lutheran theologians and pedagogic thinkers, criticism
of the existing school situation – and the negative portrayal of it on many different levels
– was central for Comenius and was the point of departure in his ambition to find new

23See, e.g., John Chandos, Boys Together: English Public Schools from 1800 to 1864 (London: Hutchinson, 1984); Llyod de
Mause, ed., The History of Childhood: The Untold Story of Child Abuse (London: Bellow, 1991); Eric Margolis and Sheila
Fram, ‘Caught Napping: Images of Surveillance, Discipline and Punishment on the Body of the Schoolchild’, History of
Education 36, no. 2 (2007): 191–211; Jacob Middleton, ‘The Experience of Corporal Punishment in Schools, 1890–1940’,
History of Education 37, no. 2 (2008): 253–75; Carles Sirera Miralles, ‘Enlightened Paternalism: The Prohibition of
Corporal Punishment in Spanish Public Schools in the Nineteenth Century’, History of Education 44, no. 2 (2015): 156–70;
Frederik Herman, ‘Punishment as an Educational Technology: A Form of Pedagogical Inertia in Schools?’, Educational
Research: Networks and Technologies 2 (2007): 203–19; Rousmaniere, Dehli and De Coninck-Smith, Discipline, Moral
Regulation, and Schooling: A Social History; Joakim Landahl, ‘The Eye of Powerlessness: On the Emergence of the
Panoptical and Synoptical Classroom’, History of Education 42, no. 6(2013): 803–21; Björn Norlin, ‘School Jailhouse:
Discipline, Space and the Materiality of School Morale in Early-Modern Sweden’, History of Education 45, no. 3 (2016):
263–84.

24Cf. Dell Upton, ‘Lancasterian Schools, Republican Citizenship, and the Spatial Imagination in Early Nineteenth-century
America’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 55, no. 3 (1996): 238–53; Marcus, ‘Early Nineteenth Century
School Space and Ideology’; John Hassard and Michael Rowlinson, ‘Researching Foucault’s Research: Organization and
Control in Joseph Lancaster’s Monitorial Schools’, Organization 9, no. 4 (2002): 615–39; Marcelo Caruso, ‘Order Through
the Gaze: A Comparative Perspective on the Construction of Visibility in Monitorial Schooling (Germany – Spain, approx.
1815−1848)’, Encounters on Education 9 (2008): 147–72; Ansgar Allen, ‘The Examined Life: On the Formation of Souls
and Schooling’, American Educational Research Journal 50, no. 2 (2013): 216–50. The aim of this paper is not to criticise
these very significant studies, but rather to call for more active dialogues with pedagogic, disciplinary and spatial
thinking of the pre-modern era, for instance, when it comes to the introduction of educational models such as the
Lancasterian/Monitorial system(s) as parts of early nineteenth-century modernisation. What educational principles and
disciplinary strategies connected to these models were already at work in policy and/or practice in pre-modern
schooling? What was actually new (besides the scale of their impact)?
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and better ways of organising education. In fact, the whole of war-ridden humanity at the
time was seen as being in a state of grave depravity regarding social and spiritual life, and
thus at risk of damnation. Even if every part of societal life could be improved, according
to Comenius, schooling became of particular importance because its poor organisation
was considered directly harmful to society. Consequently, the best way to come to terms
with societal problems was to establish good educational institutions with skilled teachers
because this in the long run would benefit the church, the state and the home. For
Comenius, these institutions formed the main building blocks of a good society.25

The premises of childhood and childhood as an ideal life phase for learning

This focus for societal improvement also meant targeting the upbringing of children and
adolescents in new ways. Research in the history of childhood has highlighted how
conceptualisations – and indirectly the construction – of childhood as a specific phase
of life has a dynamic and deep-rooted history and how education-related thinking in
particular has been important in producing such discourses.26 It is obvious that
Comenius contributed greatly to this during the beginning of the early modern era.
For Comenius, finding support in the writings of several of the reformers of his time – the
most prominent being the already mentioned Luther, Andreæ and Lubinus – and
naturally also the Bible and the holy scripts, the upbringing of children and adolescents
was highly crucial. There were several reasons for this, of moral, physiological, socio-
utilitarian and religious kinds. According to Comenius, children were not yet morally
damaged by the world – as adults were – and therefore were more amenable to following
a righteous way of life. Childhood was perceived as a primal state of simplicity, gentle-
ness, modesty, purity and obedience, which made children ideal role models for grown-
ups (although the likelihood of making such a beneficial moral reversal in the latter was
not seen as very promising by Comenius).27 Childhood was also seen as the most central
and formative stage of life physiologically, especially when it came to learning and
acquiring knowledge, good social behaviour, and morals and piety, because children’s
brains were regarded as being especially moist and soft and therefore easily imprinted on.
Furthermore, because children were also considered quite useless for most societal duties,
they should consequently be subjected to studies.28 Comenius also found religious
support for his view that childhood was the ideal time for learning in the acts of Jesus,
because Jesus chose to ride the colt of a donkey to Jerusalem as a way of showing that the
young were more suitable to bend under the yoke of Christ than adults, and thus should
have the privilege of being schooled.29 Comenius even saw it as dangerous not to teach
children because otherwise, due to their vulnerability, they were at risk of being harmed
by the depravities of worldly life. He emphasised that children’s education was to be first

25Comenius, Didactica Magna, 48–52. Comenius’s general critique of the existing schools is mainly discussed in chapters
11 and 12 of Didactica Magna. See also Sadler, Comenius, 7.

26See Nikolas Rose, Governing the Soul: The Shaping of the Private Self (London: Free Association Books, 1999); Jonas
Qvarsebo, Skolbarnets fostran: Enhetsskolan, agan och politiken om barnet (Linköping: Linköping University, 2006). The
somewhat simplistic routine of placing the discovery of childhood as a modern phenomenon is discussed in Jeroen J. H.
Dekker, Bernard Kruithof, Frank Simon and Bruno Vanobbergen, ‘Discoveries of Childhood in History: An Introduction’,
Paedagogica Historica 48, no. 1 (2012), 1–9.

27Comenius, Didactica Magna, 46–8; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 15.
28Comenius, Didactica Magna, 85–8; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 58–9.
29Comenius, Didactica Magna, 49.
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introduced at home and in the family – this was seen as a central agent for socialisation –
but because the human world had become so complex, the church and worldly supre-
macy also had to establish schools with good teachers to support these efforts.30

The ideal conditions of schooling, the disciple as an ideal category and the
gendering of space

Teaching many children together in schools was seen as the most beneficial way by
Comenius. This was not only efficient regarding numbers, but it also created a sort of
social and intellectual synergy in the sense that he considered well-functioning social
groups to increase the joy of studying and to allow children to spur each other on and to
set good examples for each other. The collective teaching practice thus had advantages
over individual instruction. Comenius claimed that all children should go to school –
poor and rich, boys and girls, and children in towns and in rural areas. Initiating as many
children as possible in knowledge, virtue and religion favoured society as a whole, and it
was not always easy to know in advance who were most suitable for study and for
different careers. However, restrictions were set for girls, whose worldly calling and
opportunities differed from boys, and for the feeble-minded. Comenius’s general attitude
here was that any accomplishments in education and virtue were better than none at all.31

The idea of the disciple holds a central position in Didactica Magna. The various
elements and strategies aiming at coordinating pupils’ social behaviour, moral disposi-
tions and the norm system advocated by Comenius’s ideal school in the book can be seen
as a simultaneous making of the disciple as an institutionalised ideal type (mirroring the
values, virtues and social conducts to which children should adapt in order to be
rewarded – or at least not punished – by schooling). Or in Comenius’s own words:
‘Discipline is nothing but an unfailing method by which we may make our scholars,
scholars in reality.’32 This also points towards an analytic divide in Comenius’s thinking
that needs to be considered, namely that he viewed the child and the disciple as two
separate, although interrelated, constructions. For Comenius, the disciple was the child
disciplined by schooling. This could also be understood in accordance with a
Foucauldian understanding of disciplinary power and as an important step in its overall
aim to create ‘docile bodies’. Discipline here presupposes a will to define the object of
discipline that at the same time means creating it.33

It is evident that the child, and especially as referred to as the disciple, in Didactica
Magna is gendered. Comenius explicitly and almost exclusively wrote about the pupil as a
boy, and of schooling as a male arena, thus defining education as a highly gendered space.
Therefore when studying discipline in this context one is actually studying the discipline
of boys/children and the creation of a male-connoted disciple.34

30Ibid., 86–91.
31Ibid., 90–6, 107.
32The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 249. See also Norlin, ‘School Jailhouse’, which connects and develops
Comenius’s thinking on this area to and in a Swedish early-modern context.

33Cf. Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 135–41.
34Cf. general discussion about this condition in Rosemary O’Day, Education and Society 1500–1800: The Social Foundations
of Education in Early Modern Britain (London: Longman, 1982), 3–5. See also Doreen Massey, Space, Place, and Gender
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1994), 1–16.
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Knowledge, morals (virtue) and piety as the three pillars of schooling

In order to better situate and understand the role of moral and pious education,
discipline and the construction of the disciple in Comenius’s thinking, it is necessary
to address his more general ideas about the goal of education and the purpose of different
categories of knowledge for individual development. In accordance with Comenius’s
pansophy and ideas of the necessity of universal education, schools were first of all to
supply children with general knowledge, establishing a foundation that was to be
broadened and strengthened throughout life. This included training in different branches
of knowledge, science and languages, and also equally as important, or in fact more
important, was children’s fostering in good social behaviour, morals and piety. For
Comenius, God was both the origin and goal of thought, as well as the main source for
individual fulfilment. Against this background, Comenius defined the soul as being
constituted of three inseparable elements or abilities, namely the capacity to achieve
knowledge (or reason), willpower and the ability to remember (or to establish a con-
science). This constitution in turn corresponded to the ‘ornaments’ of the soul: knowl-
edge, virtue and piety.35

Consequently, the teaching of children was to be organised so that these three pillars
were equally strengthened and could uphold versatile and complete wisdom.36 If there
was anything that the contemporary schools had ignored, according to Comenius, it was
the two latter pillars of moral and religious education. The schools focused only on
learning scientific skills and languages and put no effort at all into nurturing proper social
and moral behaviour among pupils – including inner qualities like moderation, chastity,
tenderness, kindness, perseverance, patience and self-control – other than in very super-
ficial forms. Although knowledge acquisition and teaching could also be improved in
many ways, the biggest and most acute challenges lay in the areas of moral and pious
education, Comenius claimed.37

Educating for life . . . and the afterlife

Comenius’s view on the acquisition of knowledge, good morals and faith – and indirectly
also his view of disciplinary exercise – was moreover dependent on his understanding of
human nature, the meaning and purpose of life, and the nature of the world as such.
Comenius began by defining the vegetative, the animal and the intellectual as three basic
conditions in humans. The vegetative was centred on the body and the inner bodily
condition, while the animal included the social and sense-oriented life. The intellectual –
or spiritual – was the highest condition. It was independent of the first two, but its
development was nonetheless reliant on the nature of the others. In short, spiritual life
could only progress towards perfection if the bodily and social life did not hinder this.38

Efforts at moral regulation were thus to be regarded as means to adjust the first two states

35Comenius, Didactica Magna, 97–9. An outline and a definition of Comenius’s pansophy as a concept, his theological
standpoint and his ideas on the necessity of universal wisdom (or perhaps better a universal way of seeing) in order to
apprehend ‘the ultimate truth of the universe’ is provided in Sadler, J. A. Comenius, 121–3; Sadler, Comenius, chapter 1.

36Comenius, Didactica Magna, 101, 165; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 74–5.
37Comenius, Didactica Magna, 103–4, 150–1.
38Ibid., 59–62.
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in such a way that they supported – or at least did not obstruct – the development of
spirituality, wisdom and piety.

Even if Comenius saw mass education as a means to improve his contemporary
society, the overall goal for the human formation process was still the preparation for
the afterlife. For Comenius, a person’s life consisted of three formative phases – first in
the mother’s womb where the body was created, then the actual life where the body was
used as a sort of container, the prime function of which was to support the development
of the inner soul, and finally the eternal life where the soul proceeded to reach its
everlasting fulfilment. The transitional phases meant leaving something behind – the
first was the afterbirth in favour of the body, and the second was the outlived body
releasing the soul for its transition to eternity. The crucial thing for a person was thus to
establish the right means for moulding the soul in the best possible ways before it left the
body: ‘Happy is he who leaves his mother’s womb with limbs well formed! Happier a
thousand times is the man who shall bear his soul hence in purity and cleanliness.’39 Life
on Earth was merely a period during which individuals won, or did not win, the eternal
grace of God.

Comenius’s approach thus meant a view that people during mortal life should achieve
(1) education (defined as comprehensive knowledge of God and God’s creation and of
the nature of the world through, for example, science and language), (2) virtue and good
manners (external and internal decency and the ability to master individual actions
wisely), and (3) religion and piety (to fear and revere God and adhere to divine will).
This was all individuals should strive for. Health, beauty, strength, wealth, friendship and
success in life were only external rewards that God could bestow upon some people, but
they were not enough as life goals in themselves. Knowledge, virtue and piety were here
to be considered kinds of innate dispositions in humans. All people were receptive to
developing these facets, which in principle meant turning back towards an original and
uncorrupted stage in human existence. This required, however, that these seeds were
developed under ideal forms and with appropriate methods.40

Moral regulation and the cardinal virtues: prudence, temperance, fortitude and
justice

Comenius thus separated children’s education in areas such as sciences and languages
from their fostering in morality and piety. He positioned the latter two areas higher than
the first, as he considered knowledge in languages, science, etc. to be a means rather than
an actual goal in itself. The pursuit of morality and piety, in contrast, elevated people
above the rest of the creation and brought them closer to God.

According to Comenius, moral education in schools should build on 16 main rules.
The first rule was that all virtues should be taught without exception. If something right
and noble was missing, the result was a harmful gap and disharmony. This was especially
the case if some of the cardinal virtues – prudence, temperance, fortitude and justice –
were missing because it was on these four virtues that the rest of the moral constitution
relied. The development of prudence was directly dependent on good teaching, by which

39Comenius, Didactica Magna, 59–65 (quoted at 65); The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 35.
40Comenius, Didactica Magna, 67–73, 80–1.
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children were taught to correctly understand and evaluate various matters, thus devel-
oping sound judgement. The child should be taught to do what was right intuitively and
to avoid improper conduct. Temperance was to prevail in everything, including the
intake of food and drink, sleep and wakefulness, work and rest, and speech and silence.
To ensure their fortitude, children should be taught self-control by always being forced to
curb their desire to run around, to curb their emotions and temper, and to follow a time
schedule. Reason and thoughtfulness were always to prevail, and the children should be
taught, before every individual act, to reflect on why it was being performed and how it
could be performed in the best possible way. Only then could they become the masters of
their own actions. A way to achieve these goals was, according to Comenius, to train
children to obey and serve others – their superiors – before attending to themselves. The
long-term goal with this was that the children as adults would have the ability to care for
each other. The children were also to be taught justice, in so far as they learned to not
hurt anyone, to treat everyone fairly, to be truthful, and to show caring and friendliness.41

From this hub of cardinal virtues and social codes of conduct, Comenius established
other rules about how youth – regarding courageousness – should be brought to noble
frankness, sincerity and ease in relation to other people, as well as to endurance in work.
They should neither become shady misanthropes nor idle. This was seen as best sup-
ported if the children were made to socialise with good and decent persons and to carry
out various assignments in the presence of these persons. This included that the children
were trained to, with humble ease, talk to and socialise with people of different kinds
(teachers, peers, parents, servants and others). Children who were caught being lazy,
thoughtless, oafish or obtrusive should be corrected.42

Endurance in work was to be achieved by always activating children with different
tasks, of both a serious and an amusing nature. The idea was that work was best taught
through work itself, and by doing this systematically the children would soon feel
dissatisfied with idleness. The same principle of practised learning was also applied for
obtaining other virtues, and children would learn ‘obedience by obeying, abstemiousness
by being abstemious, truthfulness by always speaking the truth, endurance by enduring’.
The teaching of justice and a willingness to help others was dependent on the suppression
of self-love and selfishness. Children should here be taught that they were not brought to
life for their own sake, but for the sake of God and their neighbour (i.e. the society). They
would therefore learn to serve and to benefit as many as possible.43

Instilling piety and learning to see God: faith, love and hope

Closely linked to children’s training in different virtues – but with its own method – was
their fostering of piety. Comenius saw piety as originating from God’s spirit, but on a
day-to-day basis the divine spirit operated through more worldly means. In this process
parents, teachers and church representatives all had important roles to play as mediators
and interpreters. It was therefore important that they knew their obligations. By piety,
Comenius meant a state where a person – after the true meaning of faith and religion had

41Ibid., chapter XXIII, 224–9.
42Ibid., chapter XXIII, 224–9.
43Ibid., chapter XXIII, 226–9 (quote 228).
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revealed itself before them – with all their heart sought God everywhere, kept his
commandments and feared him. Fear of God was accordingly defined as the sincere
and warm piety of the heart. Even though God was invisible, he was at the same time
always present and ruled everything observable for man. True piety was thus about
learning to find and see God everywhere, ‘and that when we have found Him we should
follow Him, and when we have attained Him should enjoy Him’. The first phase was
linked to reason, the second to will and the third to conscience.44

According to Comenius, piety was based on – and brought to life via – three sources:
the Bible and the holy scripts (which supplied knowledge and love of God), the world,
and the individual (through reflection and wondering about God’s creations). The way to
attain piety from these sources was also threefold – continuous spiritual reflection
concerning God’s creations, diligent prayer, and regular examination of the spiritual
state of mind through personal care, by others, or by God.45 Based on these thoughts,
Comenius defined some 20 interrelated methodological pieces of advice. In the same way
as regarding the education of virtues, the promotion of piety should start in earliest
infancy; to wait longer was seen as harmful. As soon as a child could use its eyes, tongue,
hands and feet, it should therefore learn to practice godliness in both thought and action
and learn that the purpose of life was not the mortal life itself but eternity. This could
mean either a blessed existence with God or eternal torment in hell. The child was
therefore to learn that children and youngsters could also perish before adulthood, and
that this choice was very factual:

For apart from God, the source of light and of life, there is nothing but darkness, terror,
agony, and everlasting death that knows no end; so that it were better that they had never
been born, who stray from God and cast themselves into the pit of eternal destruction.46

The choice children would be faced with was thus not very difficult.
Against this background, the Bible and the holy scripts became central to the schools.

These scriptures should be placed higher than all other reading, and all knowledge in the
schools should be explained in relation to them and to faith, love and hope – the three
highest categories advocated by the Bible and the holy scripts. The role of the teacher was
to bring this down to practice in the schoolroom, which could most easily be done if
teachers made the children unyieldingly believe in, do everything in line with and put all
hope in the word of God.

Comenius argued that children should learn to assert their reverence to God practi-
cally, through internal contemplation as well as external ceremonies. Contemplation
meant that the children would constantly be brought to think about God’s presence, to
keep their love and fear of God alive and to forsake themselves. The external ceremonies
included attendance at church sermons or at the preaching of God’s words in other
contexts, reading, prayer with bent knees, hymn singing, the sacraments and other public
or individual acts to the glory of God. Mastering both inner contemplation and external
ceremonies would help children to maintain their reverence to God even if one of the
forms were to fail temporarily. In this way the schools avoided training hypocritical and
superficial worshippers and worshippers with no respect for the church order. Finally,

44Comenius, Didactica Magna, chapter XXIV, 100, 230; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 218.
45Comenius, Didactica Magna, 230–2.
46Ibid., 233–4; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 222.
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the children should also learn that true Christianity was expressed through good deeds.
This meant that they were trained in patience, courtesy, justice and mercy and to make
self-sacrifices throughout their lives.47

Didactica Magna thus provided a very elaborate manual for moulding the ideal
disciple, founded on a broad palette of essential virtues and codes of conduct (combining
classical and Christian thought), and on the will of creating subjects characterised by
loyal subordination and self-control. However, it was not passive subjects Comenius’s
schooling wanted to create in these areas, but rather the preparation of self-governed
disciples actively engaged in their own moral, social and pious improvement. But how
was schooling to be governed and practised to achieve this?

Educational governance: weaving the web of schooling

For Comenius, the organisation of schooling was of utmost importance. His thoughts
about this span from the overarching structures of schooling – its spatial, temporal and
social preconditions – down to the very details in the administration of teaching and
disciplinary practice. The first step in the art of organising schooling was to establish
strict order in everything. In his thoughts about this, Comenius borrowed inspiration
from the constitution of the universe and the human body, from the world of insects and
animals, from the fields of mechanics, warfare and printing, and evidently also from what
he perceived as an ideal state of society, a state where law and obedience prevailed along
with a stable distribution of power between rulers and the ruled.48 For Comenius, the
order constituted its own separate force; it was the ‘soul of affairs’:49

We find on investigation that the principle which really holds together the fabric of this
world of ours, down to its smallest detail, is none other than order; that is to say, the proper
division of what comes before and what comes after, of the superior and the subordinate, of
the large and the small, of the similar and dissimilar, according to place, time, number, size,
and weight, so that each may fulfil its function well. . .. For everything that is well ordered
preserves its position and its strength as long as it maintains its order; it is when it ceases to
do so that it grows weak, totters, and falls.

Schools should hence be arranged in such a way that all of their elements are interconnected
but still retain fixed and separate positions and functions. If this were to be the case, an
organic and harmonious social entity would emerge. All that was needed to achieve well-
functioning education from this fundament was ‘nothing more than the skilful arrange-
ment of time, of the subjects taught, and of the method’, concluded Comenius.50

School sites as safe havens: securing space and structuring time

Comenius saw it as crucial that the schools were physically organised in such a way that
nothing disturbed their practice, with bad influence neither from within nor from the
outside. The school building should therefore be placed in a quiet location, far from
distracting elements and alarm. The interior of the school, as well as the outdoor

47Comenius, Didactica Magna, 238–40.
48Ibid., 118–21.
49Comenius, Didactica Magna, 118; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 93.
50Comenius, Didactica Magna, 121; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 96.
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surroundings, should furthermore be designed in such an aesthetically pleasant way that
it was inspiring for the children to be there. If the school had its own power of attraction,
this would in itself be beneficial for the maintenance of order, for example, by keeping
pupils from going to marketplaces to find amusement.51 In other words, Comenius – like
Foucault – emphasised the potential of architecture as a disciplinary technology, and this
in ways that in a very direct sense link to contemporary theories on aesthetic governing or
aesthetic governmentality.52 Regarding inner activities, no one was to be allowed to play
truant, be lazy or be idle and through this exercise bad influence over their fellow pupils.
Immoral camaraderie would not be permitted in schools or in their vicinity, and the
schoolchildren were not to be exposed to blasphemies, lies, cursing or other godless
acts.53

In line with this, the teaching content and the books used in schools were to be selected
carefully so that they truly supported children’s development towards wisdom, moral
fortitude and piety. Comenius saw it as highly problematic that the classical, pagan authors
were a part of the readings in the contemporary schools, and he argued strongly against
this.54 Even if he considered the classical heritage to hold important wisdom – for example,
the works of Aristotle, Cicero and Seneca (authors that Comenius himself often referred to)
– neither they, nor persons like ‘the jesting Plautus, the lascivious Catullus, the impure
Ovid, that impious mocker at God, Lucian, the obscene Martial, and the rest of the writers
who are ignorant of the true God’ should have anything to do with the raising of Christian
children. In their texts they brought the children to alehouses, taverns and brothels where
they put ‘jesting, feasting, drunkenness, amours, and deceits, from which Christians should
avert their eyes and ears’ on full display.55 If any of these classical authors should be allowed
into Comenius’s schools it was Seneca, Epictetus and Plato because they advocated virtue
and morality. But as Comenius saw it, the Bible and the holy scripts were in the end the
only required sources for knowledge. The teacher’s principal task was to introduce them in
the right order so that they did not become too difficult for the children to understand. The
risk was otherwise that children’s piety turned out to be superficial and that their love was
directed towards the classical heritage instead of to God, which would threaten the essence
and existence of the Church.56

A very central part of organising education was furthermore its temporal structuring.
For Comenius, the whole idea of schooling and the intended formative process were
coordinated in a timely manner with what he saw as the law-bound rhythms of nature,
rhythms that in Comenius’s thoughts fused with children’s – primarily boys’ – physical
and intellectual development. In this sense, age and knowledge became key principles in
the structuring of schooling. On top of this came, of course, the temporal dissecting of
day-to-day schooling in units of study cycles, years, terms, months, holidays, weeks, days,
hours, classes, recesses, prayers, etc.57 The tuning of time was crucial in ordering
education and to achieving a harmonious flow of schooling. To relate Comenius’s

51Comenius, Didactica Magna, 146–7, 152–3.
52See, for example, discussion in Christian Lundahl, ‘Swedish Education Exhibitions and Aesthetic Governing at World’s
Fairs in the Late Nineteenth Century’, Nordic Journal of Educational History 3, no 2 (2016): 3–30.

53Comenius, Didactica Magna, 146–9, 240.
54Ibid., chapter 25.
55Comenius, Didactica Magna, 247–253; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 236–42.
56Comenius, Didactica Magna, 255–9.
57Ibid., 134–6; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, chapter 27.
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thinking to the spatial theories of Lefebvre, one can claim that Comenius was highly
concerned with creating harmony – and avoiding arrhythmia – between the cyclic
rhythm of nature, the inner biological rhythm of the individual pupil, and the repetitive
and collective social rhythm of everyday schooling.58

The art of ruling a school: educating obedience and creating social structure

In Comenius’s ideal school, the teacher had the role of the master of order. Like
other persons with societal power – kings, princes, civil servants and priests – he
should lead his trade wisely. This included that he taught his inferiors the art of
being subordinates so that they would properly know how to comply with directives,
not by force and ‘donkey-like obedience’, but by free spirit and for the sake and love
of order: ‘For a rational creature should be led, not by shouts, imprisonment, and
blows, but by reason’, Comenius stated. All other methods were perceived as an
insult to God.59

Comenius’s school model built on the idea of mass education, up to a hundred
children at the same time. To bring together such a large number of children in the
same room, spurring on and keeping each other under surveillance, was in itself a means
to uphold order. But additional – differentiating – techniques were also needed. These
included that some students were appointed prefects with specific obligations to monitor
their fellow students. The student body would then be divided into several subdivisions
led by the prefects and containing about 10 students each. Above these units and their
leaders, other prefects would rule, all the way up to the very top and to the commander-
in-chief, the teacher. The teacher himself – whom Comenius compared with a military
leader drilling his recruits – should sit at his desk – in full view of all students – and not
exert himself with individual teaching. This was seen as a highly effective and functional
way of teaching, but it required that the teacher gained full control over the students’
attention, eyes and ears, and that he drilled them in respect and admiration for his own
knowledge. Comenius explained:

With a little skill it will be possible to arrest the attention of the pupils, collectively and
individually, and to imbue them with the notion that (as really is the case) the mouth of the
teacher is a spring from which streams of knowledge issue and flow over them, and that,
whenever they see this spring open, they should place their attention, like a cistern, beneath
it, and thus allow nothing that flows forth to escape.60

Yet another technique for upholding order was to establish a practice where examination
of student’s work was executed with such systematic irregularity that no student would be
sure of not being questioned. The fellow pupils would be made part of this practice by
helping to correct mistakes, at the same time as the teacher or the prefects examined
students’ books (and decided on proper reprimands if mistakes were discovered).61

The differentiation of the student body was also founded on principles of the knowl-
edge and character of individual pupils. A recurrent theme in the didactic is that children

58Henri Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life (London: Continuum, 2004).
59Comenius, Didactica Magna, 83–4; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 56.
60Comenius, Didactica Magna, 184–6 (quote 184); The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 166.
61Comenius, Didactica Magna, 186–7, 191.
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are different and therefore need to be handled differently. In line with this, Comenius
divided pupils into six types: sharp, dull, soft and yielding, hard and unbending, eager
after knowledge, and anxious to acquire mechanical skills.62 Accordingly, because these
types were considered to have varied predispositions for schooling, they would therefore
be handled differently by the teacher. None of the types were seen to be helped by hard
discipline, but rather by well-balanced intellectual spurring and a great deal of patience
from the teacher’s side. All types should be led towards the same goals of wisdom,
morality and piety. The teaching should be focused on an average level in order to
function equally on those who had mental, intellectual, character or neuro-physiological
abnormalities (in one direction or another).63

Mill water: the why, when and how of school discipline

When Comenius elaborated on the concept of discipline, he used the metaphor of water
to a mill. Discipline was for him a necessary means for upholding order and for enabling
the teaching to progress. It was thus not a goal in itself, but the active force that made the
workings of the school run smoothly: ‘For, if you withdraw the water from a mill, it stops,
and, in the same way, if you deprive a school of discipline, you take away from it its
motive power.’64 He underlined that he did not wish the schools to ‘resound with shrieks
and with blows’, merely that ‘vigilance and attention’ prevailed in the relationship
between schoolmaster and pupil. Discipline was, as mentioned, seen as the most promi-
nent method by which the institutionalised identity of the disciple was to be moulded.
Against this background, it was therefore important that the teacher educated himself in
the area of school discipline, as he would then ‘know its object, its subject-matter, and the
various forms which it may assume’ as well as why, when and how it was to be used.65

As for the when and how, it was important for Comenius that disciplinary measures
were regularly used in schools and normalised as a means to direct children’s behaviour.
The attitude, however, should not be to punish what had already happened. All dis-
ciplinary actions should instead be forward looking, aiming at supporting children’s
progress. The goal of discipline was that the misbehaviour was never to be repeated. The
actual punishment should therefore be applied almost clinically, without personal ‘anger
or dislike’, but with ‘frankness and sincerity of purpose’, and with a fatherly approach. If
this was accomplished, the disciple would understand that he was punished for his own
good and embrace the penance ‘in the same light as a bitter draught prescribed . . . by the
doctor’.66

Furthermore, disciplinary practice had its distinct grades and techniques in Didactica
Magna. First, Comenius called for constant and thorough surveillance – a ‘perpetual
watchfulness’ – over the schoolchildren and their behaviour by the teacher. ‘Since we can
never put implicit faith in the diligence or innocence of boys (are they not Adam’s
brood?) we must keep them continually under our eyes’, he stated.67 Second, the teacher

62Ibid., 113; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 88.
63Comenius, Didactica Magna, 113–17.
64Comenius, Didactica Magna, 260; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 249.
65Comenius, Didactica Magna, 260; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 249.
66Comenius, Didactica Magna, 260; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 250.
67The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 291.
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should initially try blame and verbal exhortations to get misbehaving disciples back on
the path of ‘reason and obedience’, and finally – if nothing else worked – physical
punishment was to be used. But such should be practised with prudence and only to
aid the pupil’s progress.

The all-embracing goal of discipline – the why – was, however, not study progress in
itself, but that pupils consolidated a mindset and a way of being where they feared God
and sought salvation, revered and loved their educators, and actively and passionately
sought to fulfil the goals of their own schooling.68

The teacher as a disciplinary agent and the use of soft and hard power over pupils

As mentioned, the teacher was given a crucial role in upholding order. He was not only to
function as a role model within all areas of schooling, but he should also be able to master
the art of discipline. He was expected to teach, exhort, command, blame, and physically
punish if necessary, and this should – as stated – be done with a fatherly approach and to
build up rather than to break down pupils. Unless such an approach was used, children
would soon learn to despise and harden themselves against correction, Comenius
claimed.69

To aid the teacher in his disciplinary work, Comenius specified several strategies that
he considered more efficient than, for example, corporal punishment in achieving the
goal of discipline. If weariness to study should appear among the students, the teacher
was supposed to slow down the pace of teaching and try to find a better balance in order
to get the pupils back on track. This should be done in thought-out tenderness and not by
violent force, otherwise the purpose would be counteracted:

In the same way a musician does not strike his lyre a blow with his fist or with a stick, nor
does he throw it against the wall, because it produces a discordant sound; but, setting to
work on scientific principles, he tunes it and gets it into order. Just such a skilful and
sympathetic treatment is necessary to instil a love of learning into the minds of our pupils,
and any other procedure will only convert their idleness into antipathy and their lack of
interest into downright stupidity.70

Yet another disciplinary strategy to keep schooling flowing was to give children active
incitements to study more passionately. Such incitements included symbolic correction
in the form of reprimands and severe critique before the whole class, or that the teacher
openly praised some students and compared them with the students whose efforts the
teacher sought to improve. ‘See how well so-and-so attends! See how quickly he sees each
point! While you sit there like a stone!’, was a useful phrase according to Comenius. An
additional tactic was to ridicule ‘backward’ children in front of their classmates, and
laugh at them in order to motivate them to study harder: ‘You silly fellow, can’t you
understand such a simple matter?’, exemplified Comenius.71

To make use of the force and disciplinary potential inherent in competition and rivalry
among the students themselves, Comenius also suggested that the teacher weekly, or at

68Comenius, Didactica Magna, 262–4.
69Ibid., 262–3.
70Ibid., 261; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 250.
71Comenius, Didactica Magna, 261; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 251.
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least every month, should arrange contests among the pupils, where they could compete
over good grades or a seat on the front bench of the schoolroom. The eagerness to study
would in this way be spurred both by the fear of critique and demotion and by a desire for
the teacher’s praise and commendation.72

Even if it is obvious that Comenius favoured symbolic and non-physical forms of
correction instead of corporal, this does not mean that discipline and punishment
became less visible in Comenius’s ideal school. On the contrary, strategies like differ-
entiation, competition, comparison and humiliation as a part of schoolroom practice are
highly visible means of correction (indeed, they depend on being visible), but they are
here exercised in closed settings instead of in public. What he did was rather to put the
object of discipline in the foreground and at the same time submerge disciplinary power
into an intrinsic part of schooling.

Power of the role model, faith in education and the threat of sluggishness

Comenius’s view on learning and teaching was based on the idea of the need for role
models and practical examples, which would be imitated by children.73 For Comenius,
these role models first and foremost consisted of parents, nurses, teachers and peers:

And therefore, if parents are worthy and careful guardians of domestic discipline, and if
tutors are chosen with the greatest possible care, and are men of exceptional virtue, a great
advance will have been made towards the proper training of the young in morals.74

In the school context, the teacher thus had a central role. In everything the school set out
to teach, he should work as a role model. If this failed, all other efforts were in vain.75

To increase the chances of successful schooling, it was important that the parents were
encouraged to convince their children that education and learning was something very
desirable and that they also spoke well of the teacher in front of their children. If the
children were thereby able to feel love and admiration for the teacher, the opportunity to
succeed increased. Love and admiration were considered to be the feelings that most
effectively evoked imitation among children, and Comenius saw this as the foundation
for learning. The teacher, in turn, should act kindly and commendably in order to gain
the trust and love of his disciples. Also, other functionaries in the school’s management
were expected to help spur the disciples by attending public examinations and by
rewarding the diligent with praises and prizes.76

Equally important as providing children with good role models was to avoid bad
influences of different kinds such as bad comrades, language, books and habits.
According to Comenius, the ruined nature of human beings made them easily disposed
to bad influence, and when such influence was gained it was very difficult to eradicate:
‘whether they make their entrance through the eyes or through the ears’, such corruption
was ‘poison to the mind’.77 Another major threat was slothfulness. By being idle children
were very easily drawn to bad influence and to ‘evil deeds’. Thus, idleness should not be

72Comenius, Didactica Magna, 261.
73Ibid., 208–15.
74Ibid., 228; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 215.
75Comenius, Didactica Magna, 262–3.
76Ibid., 152–3.
77The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 216.
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permitted and the teacher was to make sure that the disciples were always occupied with
something – either work or play.78

However, because it was impossible for teachers to fully control bad and evil influ-
ences in the schools, stern discipline was necessary. Satan was seen as being constantly
present with his resilient power, and against this the teacher must provide strong
resistance. The mastery of school discipline was here the main antidote. The teacher
was to use ‘blame or punishment, words or blows’, as the occasion demanded.79 He was
always to administer the punishment ‘on the spot’ so that the immorality ‘may be choked
as soon as it shows itself, or may be, as far as is possible, torn up by the roots’, Comenius
directed. This meant that the teacher should always be on the watch.80

Role of corporal punishment

Comenius is known for being explicitly reluctant regarding the use of physical violence as a
means of correction in schooling. As mentioned, his motto was Omnia sponte fluant; absit
violentia rebus, or that schooling should be practised without the help of violence.81

Accordingly, the problematisation of corporal punishment can be found in several sections
of the didactic, although this should not at all be seen as Comenius rejecting it altogether. The
view of Comenius was first of all that such punishment should be kept away from the
intellectual training and only be used when it came to social and moral misbehaviour.82 At
the same time, all forms of physical correction were seen as a failure, not primarily out of
concern for the children, but because these were perceived as signs of dysfunctional teaching.
If the teacher managed to teach and process the children in the right manner, the studies
would be so inspiring that no act of punishment would be needed, apart from that directed
towards abnormal children. If the teaching was not successful it was thus the teacher’s own
fault, stressing his inability to make the disciple teachable. Physical violence was here a bad
formula. It did not create love and thirst for knowledge among the children, but rather
distaste for the school.83 Like his contemporary Lutheran school reformer Eilhard Lubinus,
Comenius also called for a ban on punishment technology such as switches and rods in
schools. His view was that such tools should be used only on boys with an ‘abnormal and
servile disposition’.84 Comenius’s argument can be seen as grounded in a positive, or at least a
proactive, view of human nature. God had created man as flawless, but man had temporarily
ruined it. To physically abuse children –who by their nature stood closer to flawlessness than
adults – was thus to violate the creation of God.85

However, there were some situations when not only reprimands and warnings, but
also corporal punishment was called for. To clarify his view, Comenius categorised
pupils’ delinquencies in three different groups with different consequences regarding

78Comenius, Didactica Magna, 228.
79The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 216–17.
80Ibid.
81Kožík, Comenius; Atwood, The Theology of the Czech Brethren.
82Comenius, Didactica Magna, 229. The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 250 (‘Now no discipline of a severe kind
should be exercised in connection with studies or literary exercises, but only where questions of morality are at stake’),
216–17.

83Comenius, Didactica Magna, 261. See also 112, 160.
84Ibid., 264; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 253–4.
85Comenius, Didactica Magna, 78–9; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 253 (‘do we believe that irrational force
will enable us to produce intelligent beings, images of the living God?’).
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punishment. Pride, disdain, envy and idleness among pupils – for example, if someone
refused to help a fellow student with their homework when asked to – was seen as
harmful for study progress. Such wrongdoings were to be ‘wiped out by the sponge of
blame’. Offences that regarded stubbornness and deliberate misbehaviour, such as dis-
obeying the master or neglecting duties, were seen as undermining the very foundation of
all virtue – humility and obedience. This was seen as an iniquitous offence against man
and should be promptly and sternly corrected. Finally there remained all sorts of impiety
such as blasphemy, obscenity or open offences against God’s law. These were insults to
God’s majesty and ‘should be expiated by an extremely severe punishment’, i.e. corporal
punishment, stated Comenius.86 Physical punishment was thus first and foremost con-
nected to failures to meet the demands of pious education.

Corporal punishment also had the function of a last testing point to evaluate whether a
child with an unfortunate disposition really was a hopeless case. Even if the use of
physical violence failed to improve the child, it nonetheless had the benefit of striking
the fellow pupils with fear and thus working as a warning.87

Concluding remarks

This paper has provided an analysis of Comenius’sDidactica Magna in the areas of moral
and pious education, school governance and discipline. As noted at the beginning of the
paper, Comenius can be seen as one of the individuals who significantly contributed in
outlining a new conceptual framework for education, pedagogic practice and the admin-
istration of schooling during the beginning of the early modern era. As such he also
positions himself as an important representative of his time, and his ideas, consequently,
can be seen as forming an important prism for understanding the above-mentioned areas
of education. Adding the theoretical lenses of Foucault and Lefebvre to this, one might
claim that Comenius was a precursor of the emerging governmental shift regarding the
educational arena and of the governmentality process and, perhaps more precisely, a
person engaged in remediating what Foucault defines as the mode of sovereign power
into disciplinary forms. Furthermore, as regards the production of space in a Lefebvrian
sense, he can also be positioned within the official/governmental sphere and its desire to
produce and expand dominant spatial representations of schooling, representations that
at least have the potential to make an impact on various national policies. Comenius was
imagining education in seminal ways, and while doing this also fine-tuning the spatial,
temporal and social rhythms of schooling on a policy level.

As has been emphasised, Comenius’s thoughts on moral and pious education, school
governance and the role of discipline in schools links to his more common views
concerning the individual and societal purpose of education, the premises of childhood
and the relation between childhood and schooling. For Comenius, children’s institutio-
nalised fostering was crucial for the well-being of society and societal institutions; in fact,
it was the key to their persistence, but it also had its more or less natural motifs embedded
in the properties of children and childhood itself. In short, there were moral, physiolo-
gical, socio-utilitarian and religious incitements to educate children. When examining

86Comenius, Didactica Magna, 261–2, 240–1; The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, 251.
87Comenius, Didactica Magna, 263.
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Didactica Magna, it is also important to emphasise that Comenius’s views on the child,
the disciple and the whole space of education was gendered and male connoted.

On a more concrete level, the outline of Comenius’s view on knowledge, the three
pillars of schooling, and the contents and methods of moral and pious education help to
better understand the underlying set of moral regimes activated in Comenius’s thinking –
expanding on both classical and Christianised virtues – and to better locate the concept of
school discipline as part of school governance. Before moving on to the concept of
discipline, an even more important concept for Comenius must be addressed – order.
When Comenius writes about order and the utmost importance of establishing stability
in education via detailed and strict rules and routines for its governance, he continuously
touches upon the structuring of space (the physical location of the school site and its
material/aesthetic appearance and the need to harbour it from external and internal
threats and harmful influences). He is also engaged in structuring time (the meticulous
arrangement of the day-to-day school life and the organisation of schooling in accor-
dance with the cyclic rhythms of nature and with age and knowledge progression), and
social routine (the social differentiation and subdivision of the student body, the cate-
gorisation of children into different types based on character and internal disposition,
etc.). All these areas were accompanied by the production of knowledge and by argu-
ments to support the advocated structures and solutions, even entering into the inner
domains of the child/disciple.

Finally, with regard to the concept of discipline in Comenius’s thinking, this can best
be positioned as a sub-concept in relation to the concept of order, and mainly allied with
the areas of moral and pious education. Disciplinary measures were primarily not
associated with the intellectual training (knowledge, language, etc.), but with the two
other pillars of schooling and to pupils’ efforts to meet the moral standards, virtues and
social codes of conduct advocated by Comenius’s ideal school. Corporal punishment, in
turn, was first and foremost connected to misconduct within pious education. The overall
structuring aspects of school governance mentioned above can evidently be seen as vital
conditions of disciplinary practice if one applies a broader view on discipline than
Comenius did. But for Comenius, unlike for Foucault, discipline was merely the method,
the active and almost liquid force that set the mechanism – or the watermill – of
schooling in motion. From this view, several elaborate disciplinary strategies and tech-
niques were developed in Didactica Magna.

Condensing a disciplinary system in Didactica Magna

Even if this paper’s main concern is Comenius’s ideas on school governance and
discipline, there are, as mentioned, a number of elements that are echoed in what
Foucault later wrote about the evolution of disciplinary power and practice. A few of
these elements will be emphasised here in order to better understand what can be viewed
as a coherent system of discipline provided in Didactica Magna. A first and important
element is the strong focus on the disciple as an ideal type for schooling and as the main
object and goal of discipline. For Comenius, the construction of the disciple – in the sense
of the child disciplined by schooling – is combined with an aim to establish detailed
knowledge about children’s inner dispositions and to typologise them accordingly. This
classification and knowledge production concerning the disciple can be seen as an
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important step in exercising disciplinary power related to Foucault’s ideas regarding
discipline as presupposing the will to control the body of the subject of discipline and at
the same time to create it –making ‘docile bodies’.88 While Foucault is using the military
recruit – another emerging ideal type in the early-modern society – as an example of this,
Comenius is thus concerned with the school disciple. However, his prime ambition with
discipline – the ‘why’ of school discipline and in a broader sense also the main aim of
both moral and pious education – is not creating passive subjects (characterised by
‘donkey-like obedience’), but rather active and self-regulating subjects; namely, disciples
who through a ‘free spirit’ constantly strive to fulfil the goals of schooling and at the same
time to create their ideal selves. Also notable is Comenius’s great concern with the
teacher, whom he gives a central position in his disciplinary system.

A second element is the concern with the spatial organisation of schooling in
Didactica Magna and the view of such organisation as crucial for school governance –
for example by giving it an isolated/protected location, using architecture as a disciplin-
ary technology (through its aesthetics and through the use of its interiors like benches to
facilitate competition) and, not least, by structuring time for disciplinary purposes. In
Didactica Magna, Comenius sought to harmonise the temporal rhythms of schooling on
many different levels by making them converge in the individual disciple. Very similar
ideas can be found in Foucault’s theories: for instance, in what he refers to as the
‘organisation of geneses’, here understood as an underlying structuring principle of
school governance aimed at creating knowledge of the individuals who are subjected to
discipline, sectioning time and social activity based on stages of development, and
making disciplinary use of this organisation.89

A third element, closely intertwined with the organisation of space and time, is the
functional and systematic structuring of social interactions within school practice by
means of differentiation and grading of the pupils in order to uphold order. By placing
disciples in separate units, a complex social structure was to be established. This can be
related to Foucault’s ideas on the ‘composition of forces’ and on disciplinary means to
order and synchronise a social routine.90

Furthermore, Comenius expresses elaborate thoughts on the importance of constant,
hierarchical and even panoptic-like surveillance (induced by an all-seeing God, the
teacher or fellow disciples), normalised sanctions, systematic examination and various
other concrete disciplinary strategies bound to schoolroom practice such as regulation of
study phase, symbolic punishment in the form of blame and verbal exhortations,
humiliation and ridicule, incitements and warnings, and – as a final solution – physical
violence. All of these aspects of disciplinary practice resonate, in one way or another, in
Foucault’s theories.91 In fact, the whole machine-like appearance of schooling in
Comenius’s thinking echoes in the disciplinary ideals presented by Foucault. As men-
tioned earlier, Foucault argues that early-modern European institutions for schooling
worked as a sort of experimental training ground for disciplinary innovation, long before
the logics of disciplinary power reached a broader public context. If this is so, they would
thus have found an appropriate and useful manual in Comenius’s Didactica Magna.

88Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 135–41, 170; Foucault, ‘Makt och upplysning’, 175–86.
89Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 156–62.
90Ibid., 162–9.
91Cf. ibid., 170–94 (‘means of correct training’), 195–228 (Panopticism).
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Pedagogising discipline, pedagogising violence?

Finally, something needs to be said about Comenius’s motto Omnia sponte fluant; absit
violentia rebus. This paper inarguably presents a contrasting perspective to this view. If
perceived as the very physical and corporal act of punishing a schoolchild, Comenius was
certainly one of those who actively, or at least to a large extent, promoted the non-use of
violence in education. However, if the concept of violence instead is expanded to also
incorporate its structural preconditions and symbolic facets (the arrangement of day-to-day
schooling to minimise room for independent manoeuvre, the inducement of anxiety and
fear of God in children, the strategic use of shame and humiliation for sustaining pedagogic
progress, etc.) the picture becomes very different.92 In line with this expanded view of what
violence might be, this paper argues that what Comenius actually does inDidactica Magna
is in fact to systematically integrate the exercise of discipline and the use of both symbolic
and corporal forms of violence directed towards children in didactic and pedagogic
schemes. While doing this, he puts the object of discipline – the disciple or the child – in
the foreground and at the same time manages to naturalise disciplinary power and the use
of violence in different forms as intrinsic parts of schooling and pedagogic practice. In other
words, it might be schooling that could proceed of its own accord that Comenius wanted to
achieve, but this, in turn, depended on a ‘pedagogisation’ of discipline and a shift from its
corporal to its symbolic features. This argument is not added to discredit one of the most
interesting and progressive pedagogic thinkers of his time, a time when the corporal
punishment of schoolchildren was more or less customary, but rather to pose a question
to the reader about how violence ought to be perceived and conceptualised analytically in
relation to past education and pedagogy. Through this final reflection, the paper wishes to
make a small contribution to the contemporary analytical dialogue in this area.93
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